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Description

[0001] The invention relates to a laundry treatment apparatus, in particular dryer, condensate dryer, heat pump tumble
dryer or washing machine having a dryer function, the apparatus comprising a fluff filter and a washing liquid collector
arranged for collecting liquid carrying fluff washed off from the filter surface.
[0002] DE 10 2007 060 851 A1 discloses a laundry treatment apparatus and a method for fluff removal in a laundry
treatment apparatus with a process air channel for guiding a flow of process air through a laundry drum and comprising
a filter for removing fluff from the process air. The laundry treatment apparatus comprises a mechanism for washing fluff
from the filter by means of a washing liquid. An additional washing liquid filter is arranged for cleaning the contaminated
washing liquid by removing the fluff contained therein.
[0003] DE 10 2008 054 832 A1 teaches an apparatus and a method for cleaning a device arranged within a process
air circuit, wherein a liquid condensed from the process air is guided to a condensate tank from where it is flowing to the
device for the cleaning process. A fluff filter is arranged separately from the condensate tank and adapted for removing
fluff from the condensed liquid before it reaches the condensate tank.
[0004] DE 10 2010 039 552 A1 discloses a heat pump laundry dryer, wherein a process air fluff filter is washed with
condensate from a collection tray. The washing liquid supply is controlled via a valve. Contaminated washing liquid is
conveyed to a second filter arrangement comprising a cup-shaped seat for a second filter. Downstream the filter ar-
rangement the filtered liquid flows back into the collection tray.
[0005] DE 10 2010 039 602 A1 discloses a heat pump laundry dryer, wherein a process air fluff filter in a base unit of
the dryer cabinet is washed with condensate from a collection tank. After washing the filter contaminated washing liquid
flows into the base unit which comprises a planar filter to filter fluff from the washing water. Below the filter the filtered
washing water is collected and is either pumped outside the dryer or back to the collection tank to be re-used for washing
the fluff filter.
[0006] It is an object of the invention to provide a laundry treatment apparatus comprising a fluff filter and an improved
arrangement for cleaning the fluff filter.
[0007] The invention is defined in claim 1. Particular embodiments of the invention are set out in the dependent claims.
[0008] According to claim 1, a laundry treatment apparatus, in particular dryer, condensate dryer, heat pump tumble
dryer, or washing machine having a dryer function, comprises a control unit, an apparatus cabinet, a laundry treatment
chamber, and a fluff filter. The control unit is arranged for controlling the operation of the laundry treatment apparatus.
The laundry treatment chamber is adapted for treating laundry stored therein using process air that is circulated in a
process air circuit. The process air is cooled at a heat exchanger arranged in the process air circuit whereby humidity
carried by the process air is condensed, and a condensate collector is assigned to the heat exchanger for collecting the
condensate condensed at the heat exchanger. The fluff filter is arranged in the process air circuit upstream the heat
exchanger for filtering fluff from the process air passing the fluff filter. In particular the fluff filter is arranged in the process
air channel between the laundry treatment chamber and the heat exchanger. A condensate pump is arranged in liquid
connection to the condensate collector and adapted to convey the collected condensate to the fluff filter for washing at
least a portion of the filter surface by removing fluff. Preferably the collected condensate is provided from an outlet or
nozzle such that the entire or essentially the entire filter surface filtering fluff is washed. The washing liquid from the fluff
filter is collected in a washing liquid collector that is assigned to the fluff filter. The fluff filter and the washing liquid
collector are arranged such that the washing liquid is flowing along at least a portion of the surface of the fluff filter and
is carrying fluff washed off from the surface into the washing liquid collector which is adapted to collect the contaminated
washing liquid.
[0009] Washing liquid from filter washing is received by the washing liquid collector that is separate from the condensate
collector. ’Separate’ from the condensate collector means that there is no fluid connection between the condensate
collector and the washing liquid collector such that liquid can freely flow between both and/or there is not fluid connection
that under normal operation conditions of the apparatus allows contaminated liquid from the washing liquid collector to
flow into the condensate collector.
The laundry treatment apparatus further comprises a drain pump in liquid connection to the washing liquid collector to
convey the contaminated washing liquid to a drain outlet for draining the contaminated washing liquid to a contaminated
washing liquid sink. Preferably, the contaminated washing liquid sink is the exterior of the apparatus cabinet and/or a
removable tank installed in the apparatus cabinet. For example, a washing liquid outlet is arranged at the outside of the
apparatus cabinet allowing the user to attach a liquid channel for directing the contaminated washing liquid into an
external liquid container and/or a home sink.
[0010] Herein ’contaminated’ means that the liquid comprises fluff or other contaminants or particles collected at the
fluff filter during a drying process. Here and in the following, condensate that is supplied to the fluff filter for filter washing
is denoted "washing liquid". The ’washing liquid’ is not contaminated as it is formed by the condensate which is not or
only extremely minimally contaminated by fluff that unintentionally passed the fluff filter towards the heat exchanger.
[0011] In an embodiment, the storing capacity (e.g. volume) of the condensate collector is adjusted such that it is
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possible to wash the fluff filter only when required, e.g. once after each or several laundry treatment cycles. Additionally
or alternatively the condensate collected in the condensate collector is removed from the condensate collector without
washing it over the fluff filter, if not required. Means for removing such ’excess’ condensate (not required for washing)
are described below. Preferably, the fluff filter is washed at one or more predetermined points in time during a laundry
treatment cycle. More preferably, the fluff filter is washed under the control of the control unit. More preferably, a fluff
detection mechanism is arranged for detecting the amount of fluff on the fluff filter and/or the grade of filter clogging and
the fluff filter is washed in dependence on the detected amount of fluff on the filter and/or the grade of filter clogging. In
this way, unnecessary wetting of the fluff filter can be avoided and the energy consumption of the laundry treatment
apparatus is reduced as there is no unnecessary wetting of the fluff filter by washing liquid. Unnecessary wetting of the
fluff filter would result in an increase of the flow resistance and extra energy for drying the wetted filter.
[0012] Preferably, the condensate collector is dedicated exclusively to the heat exchanger, i.e. it exclusively collects
condensate from the heat exchanger and receives no or substantially no liquid from other sources, in particular no or
essentially no washing liquid used for or from filter washing. In an embodiment, a condensate overflow is arranged at
the condensate collector, the condensate overflow being adapted to allow excess condensate in the condensate collector
to pass from the condensate collector to the washing liquid collector. Allowing excess condensate to leave the condensate
collector, e.g. via a condensate overflow helps to avoid unnecessary washing and thereby wetting of the fluff filter,
because the condensate pump does not need to be activated even when the condensate collector is full.
[0013] In an embodiment, the fluff filter is designed such that the washing liquid is flowing along the surface of the
filter from where the washing liquid is applied and such that no or substantially no washing liquid is passing through the
fluff filter. In addition or alternatively, at least one washing liquid outlet and/or nozzle for applying the washing liquid to
the fluff filter is arranged relative to the fluff filter such that the washing liquid is applied at that side of the fluff filter which
is exposed to the fluff transported in the process air from the laundry treatment chamber. Preferably, at least one washing
liquid outlet and/or nozzle for applying the washing liquid to the fluff filter is arranged such that the washing liquid is
applied to the fluff filter surface at a flat angle with respect to the orientation of the fluff filter surface. Preferably, the fluff
filter structure and/or at least one surface or portion of at least one surface of the fluff filter is adapted to be hydrophobic,
i.e. water repellant. More preferably, at least that surface or that portion of surface of the fluff filter is adapted to be
hydrophobic, at which the washing liquid is applied for filter washing.
[0014] In an embodiment, washing liquid may flow over the fluff filter or at least a portion of the fluff filter surface
carrying away the fluff from the fluff filter while process air passes through the fluff filter for removing fluff from the process
air. Preferably, no or essentially no washing liquid passes through the fluff filter during this process. More preferably,
the washing liquid is not filtered for removing fluff from the contaminated washing liquid.
[0015] In an embodiment, the drain pump is arranged within the apparatus cabinet either between a process air fan
or a cooling air fan and a front wall of the apparatus cabinet or between a heat pump refrigerant compressor and a front
wall of the apparatus cabinet. Preferably, the drain pump is arranged within the apparatus cabinet at or close to the front
wall of the apparatus. Preferably the cooling air fan is a fan adapted to convey ambient air from outside the treatment
apparatus cabinet over a heat pump system compressor and/or over or through an air/air heat exchanger and/or over
an auxiliary heat exchanger for cooling the refrigerant in a heat pump system. The air/air heat exchanger is for example
a cross-flow or anti-parallel flow heat exchanger and/or a heat exchanger in which the conveyed ambient air is used to
cool the process or drying air was flown through the laundry storing compartment for drying the laundry. An air/air heat
exchanger is for example used in a condenser-type dryer not having a heat pump system.
[0016] In an embodiment, the laundry treatment apparatus further comprises a condensate directing means receiving
the condensate pumped by the condensate pump and adapted to selectively direct the condensate flow under the control
of the control unit to one or more of the following: to the fluff filter for washing at least a portion of the filter surface by
removing fluff; to an intermediate tank; and/or to a condensate sink. Preferably, the directing means is adapted to
selectively direct the condensate flow under the control of the control unit either to a condensate sink or to the fluff filter
for filter washing.
[0017] Preferably, the condensate sink to which condensate can be directed by a condensate directing means is one
of the following: the washing liquid collector, a drain outlet for draining the excess condensate to the exterior of the
apparatus cabinet, and/or a or the removable tank, and/or a removable tank housing.
[0018] According to an embodiment, the outlet of the condensate directing means which directs the condensate flow
towards the condensate sink is connected to an inlet of a conduit, wherein the conduit has an outlet and wherein a siphon
is arranged in the conduit between the inlet and outlet such as to avoid an airflow through the conduit due to an air
pressure difference between the ends of the conduit when the condensate pump is stopped. Here and in the following
reference is made to a ’siphon’ provided in or at a conduit or at a condensate or washing water collector. Between the
inlet and outlet of the conduit or between the two sides of the collector passage or opening a pressure difference may
exist or build up during operation of the apparatus. In particular when the process air is circulating through the process
air loop (including through the laundry treatment cabinet and the fluff filter and in embodiments through a heat exchanger
(e.g. evaporator and/or condenser of a heat pump system), a pressure drop may arise (increasing for example with
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processing time through the fluff filter and/or the laundry storing cabinet). When for example no liquid is actively conveyed
through the conduit or when no siphon would be provided at the outlet or opening of the collector, the air pressure
difference may cause an air flow through the passage or conduit. Thereby ambient air may be drawn into the otherwise
closed process air loop or process air may be exhausted to the outside or the intended process air path is bypassed
(e.g. around the fluff filter or the evaporator). Therefore the siphon is provided in or at the conduit or opening such that
it is filled with water (condensate or washing liquid) so that the pressure difference can not remove the water sealing in
the siphon and no air passes through the conduit or opening. Here and in the following the (or each or some of the
siphons) is replaced by a 1-way valve that is closed in the inactivated state (no control signal from control unit to open
the valve) or is replaced by a check or back-pressure valve for preventing air flow due to a pressure difference.
[0019] The outlet of the conduit may supply the condensate into one or more of the following: a removable tank and/or
a housing thereof; an overflow collector and/or overflow passage for collecting overflow from a removable tank; an
overflow collector and/or overflow passage for collecting overflow from a removable tank removably installed in the
apparatus cabinet; the washing liquid collector. Preferably, the housing and/or the overflow collector and/or the overflow
passage of the removable tank installed in the apparatus cabinet have an outlet and a liquid guide such that liquid is
guided from the housing into the washing liquid collector.
[0020] In an embodiment, the siphon and/or the condensate directing means is adapted to compensate or block
pressure differences between the condensate collector and the condensate sink and/or between the condensate collector
and the conduit so as to prevent exhaustion of process air from the process air circuit towards the condensate sink,
aspiration of external air into the process air circuit, and/or aspiration or reflow of liquid from the condensate sink back
to the condensate collector.
[0021] Preferably, the condensate directing means is adapted to fluidly seal off or fluidly close the connection between
inlet of the condensate directing means and the outlet which directs the condensate flow towards the condensate sink
and/or towards the conduit. For example, a closing valve is arranged in the condensate directing means for that purpose.
With the condensate directing means being adapted to seal off said connection, a siphon is not required in the conduit,
because condensate flow from the condensate collector is stopped when the connection is sealed off, e.g. the closing
valve is closed. Preferably, the condensate directing means seals off said connection automatically, e.g. by means of
a normally-closed (NC) valve, or under the control of the control unit.
[0022] In an embodiment, the laundry treatment apparatus further comprises a controllable draining directing means
such that the liquid conveyed from the washing liquid collector is selectively and controllably directed to a drain outlet
for draining the liquid to the exterior of the apparatus cabinet and/or to the removable tank removably installed in the
apparatus cabinet. Preferably, the draining directing means is controlled by the control unit. A washing liquid outlet is
arranged at the outside of the apparatus cabinet allowing the user to attach a liquid channel for directing the liquid into
an external liquid container and/or a home sink.
[0023] In an embodiment, the laundry treatment apparatus further comprises an intermediate tank for storing conden-
sate for fluff filter washing, a condensate pump, and a washing pump. The condensate pump is arranged in liquid
connection to the condensate collector and adapted to convey the collected condensate into the intermediate tank for
storing condensate for fluff filter washing. The washing pump is arranged in liquid connection to the intermediate tank
and adapted to convey stored condensate from the intermediate tank to the fluff filter for washing at least a portion of
the filter surface by removing fluff. Preferably the only inflow of the intermediate tank is the conduit connecting the outlet
of the condensate pump and the inlet of the intermediate tank. Thereby only condensate is intermediately stored in the
intermediate tank. No contaminated liquid (liquid contaminated with fluff) or liquid that is filtered from contaminated liquid
is conveyed into the intermediate tank. Preferably there is not filtering means, in particular fluff filtering means, arranged
between the condensate collector and the intermediate tank.
[0024] In an embodiment, the storing capacity (e.g. volume) of the intermediate tank and/or the storing capacity (e.g.
volume) of the condensate collector is adjusted so that it is possible to wash the fluff filter only when required as explained
above. When the condensate collector is full and fluff filter washing is not required, the condensate pump can be activated
to convey condensate from the condensate collector to the intermediate tank where the condensate can be stored until
the next fluff filter washing cycle. In this way, unnecessary wetting of the fluff filter can be avoided and the energy
consumption of the laundry treatment apparatus can be reduced. Preferably, activations of the condensate pump and
the washing pump are controlled so that a certain minimal amount of condensate is kept in the intermediate tank whenever
possible. When fluff filter washing is required, but the condensate collector is empty (e.g. at the beginning of a laundry
drying program or sub-program), the fluff filter can be washed using condensate from the intermediate tank.
[0025] Preferably, the condensate pump is arranged to pump condensate to the intermediate tank without any (further)
condensate storage. Preferably, the washing pump conveys condensate stored in the intermediate tank to the fluff filter
without any (further) condensate storage.
[0026] Preferably, the laundry treatment apparatus further comprises a washing liquid outlet and/or a nozzle for applying
the washing liquid to the fluff filter, a conduit connecting the washing pump and the nozzle, and a siphon formed in the
conduit for blocking an air flow through the conduit from the intermediate tank to the washing liquid outlet and/or nozzle
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after deactivating the washing pump (due to the above described air pressure difference). In addition or as an alternative
to the siphon, means for fluidly sealing off the connection between the intermediate tank and the washing liquid outlet
and/or nozzle is arranged for interrupting the liquid flow. Preferably, said means for fluidly sealing off the connection
between the intermediate tank and the washing liquid outlet and/or nozzle seals off said connection automatically (like,
e.g., a normally-closed valve), or under the control of the control unit. Preferably, said means for fluidly sealing off the
connection between the intermediate tank and the washing liquid outlet and/or nozzle is integrated into the washing pump.
[0027] In an embodiment, the inlet of the washing pump is connected by a conduit to an outlet of the intermediate
tank. Preferably, the inlet of the washing pump is in direct connection to the intermediate tank. Preferably, the washing
pump is integrated into the intermediate tank or into the housing of the intermediate tank.
[0028] In an embodiment, the outlet of the condensate pump is connected by a conduit to an inlet of the intermediate
tank. Preferably, the outlet of the condensate pump is in direct connection to the intermediate tank.
[0029] Preferably, the fluff filter is arranged in the process air circuit downstream of the laundry treatment chamber.
In this way, the fluff filter can remove fluff carried by the process air flow after passing the laundry treatment chamber.
Preferably, the fluff filter is positioned in a process air channel section that is located in a front region within the apparatus
cabinet and/or a bottom region within the apparatus cabinet and/or the basement of the apparatus. (Here and in the
following the basement of the apparatus will also be denoted "base unit" of the apparatus.) Further preferably, the fluff
filter is not arranged at or adjacent to the loading door, in particular the fluff filter is not accessible via the loading door.
In an embodiment, the fluff filter and/or the heat exchanger is accessible via a removable or pivotably attached cover
adapted to allow opening of the related section or portion of the process air circuit for inspection and service of the heat
exchanger and/or the fluff filter and/or other components of the apparatus. Preferably, the pivotably attached cover is
the loading door adapted to close the loading opening for loading laundry into the drum. Preferably the fluff filter is
removable from the apparatus cabinet for cleaning.
[0030] Preferably, the condensate collector is arranged in a base unit of the laundry treatment apparatus. Preferably,
the washing liquid collector is arranged in the base unit of the laundry treatment apparatus. Preferably, the condensate
collector and the washing liquid collector are arranged in the base unit of the laundry treatment apparatus. Preferably,
the intermediate tank is arranged in or on top of the base unit of the treatment apparatus or is arranged laterally to and
at a lower region of the laundry treatment chamber. Preferably the intermediate tank is stationary, i.e. not removable
from the apparatus cabinet.
[0031] Preferably, the removable tank is arranged at an upper portion of the cabinet apparatus for the user to empty
the removable tank.
[0032] Preferably, a removable tank housing of the removable tank comprises an overflow passage fluidly connected
to the washing liquid collector via an overflow conduit for conveying to the washing liquid collector excess of condensate
overflowing from the removable tank.
[0033] In an embodiment, a or the intermediate tank has an overflow passage and optionally a flow guiding element
such that excess condensate flows from the intermediate tank to the washing liquid collector and/or to a or the removable
tank and/or to the condensate collector. In an embodiment, the condensate collector has an overflow passage and
optionally a flow guiding element such that excess condensate flows from the condensate collector to the washing liquid
collector and/or to a or the removable tank. Preferably, at least one siphon is arranged in at least one of the mentioned
overflow passages and/or flow guiding elements, e.g. in order to prevent compensation of pressure differences between
the overflow passage(s) and the washing liquid collector and/or the removable tank.
[0034] In an embodiment, the outlet of a or the washing pump is connected by a conduit to a washing outlet and/or
nozzle for applying the condensate onto the filter surface. Preferably, the outlet of a or the washing pump is in direct
connection to a washing outlet and/or nozzle. Preferably a washing outlet and/or nozzle is integrated into the outlet of
the washing pump or into the housing of the washing pump.
[0035] In an embodiment, the draining pump and/or the condensate pump and/or a or the washing pump is a high
conveyance rate pump and/or a centrifugal pump. Preferably, a high conveyance rate pump (in the following also denoted
"high flow rate pump") is adapted for conveying a liquid at high pumping rate of preferably 20 l/min or above. ’High’
pumping rate means here ’high’ as compared to conventional draining pumps of a condensate or heat-pump-type dryer.
Preferably, the draining pump and/or the condensate pump and/or the washing pump is adapted for conveying a liquid
at a minimum pumping rate of preferably 20 l/min or above. Preferably, the draining pump and/or the condensate pump
and/or the washing pump is designed to avoid blocking of the pump by fluff and/or other contaminations of the washing
liquid and/or the condensate.
[0036] In an embodiment using both a condensate pump and a washing pump, it is beneficial if only the washing pump
is a high conveyance rate pump whereas the condensate pump can be a smaller pump with a lower conveyance rate,
which generates less noise. In that way it is possible to reduce the overall noise level of the laundry treatment apparatus,
in particular because the condensate pump is usually operated more often than the washing pump.
[0037] Preferably the centrifugal pump is designed to have a spacing between an inner wall of the pump body and
the outer extension of the conveying blades such that the spacing enables solid contaminants to pass from the pump
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inlet to the pump outlet between the conveying blades.
[0038] In an embodiment, the laundry treatment chamber of the laundry treatment apparatus is a drum, preferably
rotating about a horizontal axis or an axis that is slightly inclined to a horizontal axis. Preferably, the laundry treatment
apparatus further comprises a loading opening positioned at the front side of the apparatus cabinet for laundry loading
to and discharging from the laundry treatment chamber.
[0039] Preferably, the liquid storing capacity of the condensate collector is in the range of 0.51 - 1.51, 11 - 21, 1.51 -
31, 1.51 - 41, 21 - 41, or 31 - 51, if the laundry treatment apparatus does not comprise an intermediate tank. Preferably,
the liquid storing capacity of the condensate collector is in the range of 0.21 - 11, 0.41 - 11, 0.61 - 1.51, 11 - 21, or 11 -
41, if the laundry treatment apparatus also comprises an intermediate tank. Preferably, the liquid storing capacity of an
intermediate tank is in the range of 1l - 2l, 1l - 3l, 2l - 3l, 2l - 4l, or 3l - 5l.
[0040] Preferably, the liquid storing capacity of the washing liquid collector is equal to or larger than the liquid storing
capacity of the intermediate tank, if the laundry treatment apparatus comprises an intermediate tank for storing condensate
to be used for filter washing. Alternatively or additionally, the liquid storing capacity of the washing liquid collector is
equal to or smaller than the liquid storing capacity of the condensate collector, independent whether the laundry treatment
apparatus comprises an intermediate tank for storing condensate used for filter washing or not. In an alternate embodiment
the storing capacity of the washing liquid collector is larger than the one of condensate collector. More preferably, the
liquid storing capacity of the washing liquid collector is in the range of 0.21 - 1l, 0.4l- 1l, 0.6l - 1.5l, 1l - 2l, 1l - 3l, 1.5l -
3l, 1.5 - 4l, 2l - 4l, or 3l- 5l.
[0041] In an embodiment, the condensate collector is arranged vertically above the washing liquid collector or preferably
in one vertical level or essentially in one vertical level with the washing liquid collector. Preferably, the maximum level
of condensate in the condensate collector is higher than the maximum level of contaminated washing liquid in the washing
liquid collector, e.g. if an overflow is arranged at the condensate collector to allow excess condensate in the condensate
collector to pass from the condensate collector to the washing liquid collector. In that way, contaminated washing liquid
can be avoided to pass the overflow in reverse direction into the condensate collector.
[0042] Preferably, a or the drain pump is fluidly connected to the washing liquid collector, and when the drain pump
is activated the contaminated washing liquid flows from the washing liquid collector towards a drain outlet for draining
the excess of liquid to the exterior of the apparatus cabinet and/or towards a removable tank without passing through
the condensate collector. In an embodiment the washing liquid collected in the washing liquid collector is not filtered,
e.g. not filtered in a fluff filter. In particular in the draining path for draining the washing liquid towards the removable
tank, there is no filter element for fluff filtering. Even in case that condensate liquid that was overflowing from the
condensate collector to the washing liquid collector, this overflowing condensate is not filtered before and during draining
from the washing liquid collector into the removable tank.
[0043] In an embodiment the condensate collector is arranged and screened such that under normal operation condition
of the laundry apparatus no water contaminated with fluff can flow into or can be collected in the condensate collector.
The condensate collector is mechanically and fluidly separated in a way that no water contaminated with fluff (contam-
inated water), in particular no washing liquid that was used for washing the fluff filter, can flow to the condensate collector.
More preferably the condensate collector is arranged and screened such that only condensate formed by condensation
at the heat exchanger is collected in the condensate collector without being mixed with water that was (after filtering) or
is contaminated water.
[0044] Preferably, the heat exchanger for cooling the process air and condensing humidity from the process air is a
first heat exchanger of a heat pump system including a second heat exchanger for heating the process air. The heat
pump system further includes a compressor, expansion means, and a refrigerant that circulates through the heat pump
system, wherein the first heat exchanger is adapted to heat up the refrigerant and the second heat exchanger is adapted
to cool down the refrigerant.
[0045] Reference is made in detail to preferred embodiments of the invention, examples of which are illustrated in the
accompanying figures, which show:

Fig. 1 a perspective side view of a laundry treatment apparatus,

Figs. 2a, 2b, 2c, schematic views of different embodiments of a laundry treatment apparatus and some of the com-
ponents thereof in different arrangements or configurations,

Figs. 3, 4, 5 further schematic views of further embodiments of a laundry treatment apparatus with different
arrangements or configurations of some of the components,

Fig. 6a a perspective front view of the base unit in an embodiment of a laundry treatment apparatus,

Fig. 6b a perspective front view of a collector cover,
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Fig. 6c a sectional view of the basement from apparatus front (right side in figure) to apparatus rear (left
side of figure) through a condensate collector,

Fig. 6d a sectional view of the basement from apparatus front (right side) to apparatus rear (left side) through
a washing liquid collector which is in front (with respect to the drawing plane) of the condensate
collector shown in Fig. 6c,

Fig. 7 a perspective rear view of the base unit in an embodiment of a laundry treatment apparatus,

Fig. 8a another perspective front view of the base unit in an embodiment of a laundry treatment apparatus,

Fig. 8b another perspective rear view of the base unit in an embodiment of a laundry treatment apparatus,

Fig. 9 a perspective rear view of an embodiment of a laundry treatment apparatus,

Fig. 10 a perspective front view of another embodiment of a base unit in a laundry treatment apparatus,

Fig. 11 another perspective front view of the embodiment of the base unit shown in Fig. 10,

Fig. 12a a perspective view of an embodiment of a high conveyance rate pump,

Fig. 12b a sectional view of the high conveyance rate pump, and

Fig. 12c a sectional view of another embodiment of a high conveyance rate pump.

[0046] The following figures are not drawn to scale and are provided for illustrative purposes.
[0047] Fig. 1 shows a perspective side view of a laundry treatment apparatus 2 - in this arrangement a heat pump
tumble dryer - with an apparatus cabinet 3 and comprising a base unit 30 above which a laundry drum 4 is arranged.
The laundry treatment apparatus 2 is a front-loading type, i.e. a loading opening 6 for loading laundry into the drum 4 is
provided at a front face of the apparatus 2 that can be covered and closed by a loading door 5 shown in the opened state.
[0048] A heat exchanger 38 for cooling process air downstream the drum 4 is arranged within the base unit 30. A filter
arrangement 10 (shown partially removed) is adapted to filter process air. In the embodiment shown, it is arranged at
the loading opening 6 in a section of the process air channel 24 downstream the drum 4 and upstream the heat exchanger
38. Process air from the drum 4 is guided through the filter arrangement 10, whereby fluff is removed from the process
air flow. The filtered process air is conveyed through the process air channel section 24 downstream the filter arrangement
10 towards the heat exchanger 38 to be cooled down, i.e. to remove moisture from the process air which condensates
at the heat exchanger 38. The liquid condensed at the heat exchanger is collected in the condensate collector 32 (see
Fig. 2a). In this particular embodiment of a heat pump tumble dryer a second heat exchanger (not shown) is provided
downstream the heat exchanger 38 for heating the process air before the heated process air is reintroduced into the
laundry drum 4.
[0049] In Fig. 1, a front portion of the base unit 30 is opened by opening a base panel door 15 and opening a removable
cover 14 arranged behind the base panel door 15 to allow a view of the heat exchanger 38 and a section 24 of the
process air channel which is upstream the heat exchanger 38 and downstream the filter arrangement 10. The removable
or pivotably attached cover 14 (compare also Fig. 7) is adapted to cover and close the opening at that part of the process
air channel section to allow inspection and service of the heat exchanger 38 and/or other components such as a fluff
filter 36 according to another embodiment (see below).
[0050] In the embodiment depicted in Fig. 2a, the fluff filter 36 is arranged in the base unit in the process air flow A
upstream the heat exchanger 38 and downstream the process air channel section 24. Preferably in these embodiments
where the fluff filter 36 is arranged close in front of the heat exchanger 38, no filter arrangement 10 as the one in the
embodiment of Fig. 1 is provided (here Fig. 1 is provided for illustrative purposes showing the typical exterior of the
apparatus).
[0051] Fig. 2a is a schematic view of an embodiment of the laundry treatment apparatus 2 comprising the apparatus
cabinet 3, a control unit 16, the laundry treatment chamber 8, a process air circuit (a section 24 of which is shown in
Fig. 1), the heat exchanger 38, a condensate collector 32, the fluff filter 36, the optional filter arrangement 10, a condensate
pump 52, and a washing liquid collector 34. The control unit 16 is for controlling the operation of the apparatus 2, e.g.
according to at least one predetermined laundry treatment program selected by the user. The laundry to be treated is
stored inside the laundry treatment chamber 8, which may be formed as a drum 4 rotatable around a horizontal axis
and being accessible through a loading opening 6.
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[0052] The process air circuit circulates a flow of process air A which passes through the laundry inside the laundry
drum. In this embodiment a process air fan (not shown) is arranged in a rear section of the process air circuit and is
adapted to create the process air flow. From the laundry treatment chamber 8, the process air A is guided through the
process air channel section 24 with the optional filter arrangement 10 that can remove fluff from the air flow. The process
air A then passes through the fluff filter 36 for removal of (remaining) fluff before reaching the heat exchanger 38 by
which it is cooled down. Due to the below described fluff filter washing arrangement the filter arrangement 10 is not
required and all fluff can efficiently be filtered using the fluff filter 36 as single fluff filter.
[0053] At the heat exchanger 38, part of the humidity carried by the process air stream condenses creating a condensate
C that is collected in the condensate collector 32. Downstream of the heat exchanger 38, the dried flow of process air
A is heated. In the heat-pump type laundry dryer or washer heating of the process air is provided by the second heat
exchanger 40 (condenser). In a condensation-type laundry dryer or washer-dryer the process air is heated by an electric
heater arranged in the process air circuit downstream the first heat exchanger 38. Downstream the heater the process
air is then guided back to the laundry treatment chamber 8.
[0054] The condensate pump 52 is arranged in liquid connection to the condensate collector 32 and adapted to provide
the condensate to the fluff filter 36 for washing at least a portion of the filter 36. Preferably, the condensate pump 52 is
a high conveyance rate pump, preferably comprising a rotor as described below. Here and in the following the terms
"high conveyance rate pump" and "high flow rate pump" are used to denote a pump arranged for conveying a liquid at
a minimum pumping rate of preferably 20 l/min or above.
[0055] In an embodiment, a liquid conduit 66 is arranged for guiding the condensate from the outlet of the condensate
pump 52 to a washing outlet or washing nozzle where it is conveyed as a washing liquid L to the fluff filter 36. After
washing the filter 36 (or at least a portion of it), the washing liquid L is collected in the washing liquid collector 34. The
fluff filter 36 and the washing liquid collector 34 are arranged such that the washing liquid flows along at least a portion
of the surface of the fluff filter and carries fluff washed off from the surface into the washing liquid collector 34. The
washing liquid collector is adapted to collect the contaminated washing liquid.
[0056] Preferably, the fluff filter 36 is arranged such that the washing liquid L is flowing along the surface of the filter
from where the washing liquid is applied and such that no or only very little washing liquid L passes through the fluff
filter. In addition or alternatively, the washing outlet/nozzle 68 is arranged relative to the fluff filter 36 in such a way that
the washing liquid L is applied to that side of the fluff filter 36 which is exposed to the fluff transported in the process air
A and/or in such a way that no or only very little washing liquid L passes through the filter 36.
[0057] In the depicted embodiment the laundry treatment apparatus further comprises a drain pump 72 in liquid
connection to the washing liquid collector 34 for conveying the contaminated washing liquid L to a drain outlet 74.
Preferably, the drain pump 72 is a high flow rate pump, preferably comprising a rotor (see also below). The drain outlet
74 is adapted to drain the contaminated washing liquid L to a contaminated washing liquid sink such as a removable
tank 12 as shown in Fig. 2a and/or to the exterior of the apparatus cabinet. In the latter case a liquid conduit may be
provided at the outside of the cabinet for guiding the washing liquid to the user’s home sink and/or another means for
dirty water removal. Preferably, a drain conduit 73 is arranged for directing the contaminated washing liquid from the
outlet of the drain pump 72 to the drain outlet 74. Preferably, the conduit comprises a siphon 73a (implementation e.g.
as shown in Fig. 9) adapted to compensate potential pressure differences between the removable tank 12 and the outlet
of the draining pump 72 and/or the washing liquid collector 34 when the draining pump is inactive.
[0058] In an embodiment, the filter arrangement 10 is removable so that it can be cleaned by the user and clogging
of the process air circuit by fluff in the filter arrangement can be avoided. If optionally provided, the filter arrangement
10 is adapted for removing larger fluff components from the process air before the process air reaches the fluff filter 36
where remaining fluff is filtered. Preferably the fluff filter 36 and/or the described washing mechanism are adapted to
also remove larger fluff components so that the filter arrangement 10 is not needed. Such a design is particularly beneficial
as it does not need cleaning of the filter arrangement by the user, it is simpler, and/or reduces production and/or operating
costs of the laundry treatment apparatus. The filter arrangement 10 is not shown in the embodiment depicted by the
following figures. Nevertheless a skilled person will notice that it can equally be applied in any one of these embodiments
as appropriate. In such embodiments in which fluff filter 10 is not used, preferably a fixed or removable grill will lie in its
place at the inlet to the process air channel at the loading opening 6 to prevent laundry and foreign objects to fall into
the process air channel and reach the washing liquid collector.
[0059] The embodiment shown in Fig. 2b additionally (as compared to Fig. 2a) comprises a condensate directing
means 54, e.g. valve, that receives the condensate C from the condensate pump 52 and directs it either to the fluff filter
36 for washing at least a portion of the fluff filter surface or to a condensate sink. The condensate directing means 54
is controlled by the control unit 16, preferably through control signals sent from the control unit 16 to the condensate
directing means 54 on a control signal line 18. Preferably, the condensate sink is the washing liquid collector 34 (as in
the embodiment shown in Fig. 2b) and/or the removable tank 12 and/or an overflow passage 76 thereof and/or an
external outlet for draining condensate to the exterior of the apparatus cabinet. Preferably, a liquid conduit 58 connects
an outlet of the condensate directing means 54 to the condensate sink, here the washing liquid collector 34. A siphon
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58a may be arranged in the liquid conduit 58 in order to prevent an air flow through the conduit 58 due to a pressure
difference between the inlet and outlet of the conduit and/or to stop the condensate flow from the condensate collector
32 through the condensate directing means 54 and the conduit 58 to the condensate sink when the condensate pump
is inactive. In addition or alternatively, the condensate directing means is designed to fluidly seal off the inlet of the
condensate directing means 54 from the outlet directing condensate to the conduit 66. I.e. in its default or non-activated
position the condensate directing means 54 seals off the passage towards the conduit 66. Alternatively or additionally
a siphon or 1-way valve placed downstream to the directing means 54 is provided to seal off the passage towards or
through the conduit 66.
[0060] Alternatively or in addition to the condensate directing means 54, the laundry treatment apparatus may comprise
a direct condensate overflow 33 as shown in Fig. 3 for draining excess condensate from the condensate collector 32 to
the washing liquid collector 34. Preferably the condensate overflow 33 comprises a siphon (not shown), e.g. for com-
pensating pressure differences between the condensate collector 32 and the washing liquid collector 34. The condensate
overflow allows excess condensate in the condensate collector to pass from the condensate collector to the washing
liquid collector. Allowing excess condensate to leave the condensate collector and pass to the washing liquid collector
helps to reduce operating noise of the laundry treatment apparatus, because the condensate pump does not need to
be activated even when the condensate collector is full. Moreover no fluff filter washing for removing the condensate
from condensate collector 32 is required when there is excessive condensate and no need for filter washing.
[0061] Preferably, the fluff filter 36 is washed before it is clogged by fluff transported in the process air flow. Preferably,
the fluff filter 36 is washed at the beginning or at the end of a laundry treatment program or sub-program. More preferably,
washing the fluff filter 36 is avoided during an ongoing or running laundry treatment program or sub-program that requires
drying of the process air flow, because washing the fluff filter 36 wets the filter whereby extra humidity is added to the
process air A passing through it. Thus, incorporating a condensate directing means 54 and/or a condensate overflow
33 is particularly beneficial because it enables draining or partial draining of the condensate collector 32 when the
condensate collector is full without the need of conveying condensate to (i.e. washing) the fluff filter 36.
[0062] As described above, the condensate sink to which a condensate directing means 54 can direct the condensate
C received from the condensate pump 52 may be the removable tank 12 as shown schematically in Fig. 4. A liquid
conduit 58 serves for guiding the condensate C from the condensate directing means 54 to the removable tank 12, more
particularly the condensate is supplied to the removable tank housing from which the water flows spontaneously to the
washing liquid collector or is supplied to an overflow passage of the removable tank. A siphon 58a is preferably arranged
in the conduit 58 in order to compensate pressure differences between the condensate collector 32 and the removable
tank 12 and/or the overflow passage 76 and/or in order to interrupt liquid flow from the condensate collector 32 to the
removable tank and/or the overflow passage 76 when the condensate pump 72 is stopped. An overflow conduit 78 is
arranged to guide liquid from the removable tank overflow passage 76 to the washing liquid collector 34 and/or to another
liquid sink such as an outlet at the apparatus cabinet and/or an external tank. Preferably, a siphon 78a is arranged in
the overflow conduit 78 in order to compensate pressure differences between the overflow passage 76 and the washing
liquid collector 34 and/or another liquid sink and/or to interrupt liquid flow from the overflow passage 76 to the washing
liquid collector 34 and/or another liquid sink. Although only shown in some of the embodiments, the overflow passage
76 and its arrangement at the bottom of the housing 75 of the removable tank 12 can be provided in each of the other
embodiments.
[0063] Fig. 2c schematically depicts an embodiment of a laundry treatment apparatus 2 further comprising an inter-
mediate tank 60 adapted for intermediate storage of condensate C and a washing pump 64 for conveying the condensate
from the intermediate tank to the fluff filter 36 for fluff filter washing. The condensate pump 52 pumps the condensate
C from the condensate collector to the intermediate tank 60 through a liquid conduit 56 connecting the outlet of the
condensate pump 52 and an inlet 61 of the intermediate tank. Preferably the intermediate tank comprises an overflow
passage 62 from where excess condensate can be drained to a sink, e.g. the washing liquid collector 34, when the
intermediate tank 60 is full. A flow guiding element 63 is arranged for directing the excess condensate from the overflow
passage 62 to the sink.
[0064] When the fluff filter 36 is to be washed, the washing pump 64 which is fluidly connected to the intermediate
tank 60 conveys liquid from the intermediate tank 60 through a conduit 66 to the washing outlet/nozzle 68 from where
it is applied to the fluff filter 36 for washing at least a portion of the fluff filter surface. Preferably, the washing pump 64
is a high flow rate pump. In such an embodiment, the condensate pump 52 may be a smaller pump, preferably with a
maximum pumping rate below 25 l/min. The condensate pump 52 may be adjusted to create only very little operating
noise, thus reducing the overall noise level of the laundry treatment apparatus 2. In order to prevent spontaneous flowing
of water from the intermediate tank 60 to the nozzle 68 before the washing pump 64 becomes active and/or to interrupt
the flow of condensate from the intermediate tank 60 through the liquid conduit 66 to the washing outlet/nozzle 68 when
the washing pump becomes inactive, a siphon 66a may be arranged in the conduit 66.
[0065] Fig. 5 is a schematic view of a further embodiment of a laundry treatment apparatus 2. It differs from the
embodiments shown in Figs. 2, 3, and 4 in that the drain pump 72 is arranged close to the fluff filter 36, namely at or
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close to the front of the apparatus 2, more precisely the front of the base unit 30. In this arrangement the shorter distance
between the fluff filter 36 and the drain pump 72 allows a more compact layout of the washing liquid collector 34 with
shorter liquid channels which in turn results in a more efficient draining of the collector 34 with better removal of the
contaminated washing liquid L and the fluff contained therein.
[0066] In the embodiments shown in Figs. 3 and 5 the overflow 76 which is provided in the housing 75 of the removable
tank 12 guides excess liquid that spills out from the removable tank 12 into the housing 75 to the washing liquid collector
34 and/or to the exterior of the apparatus cabinet when the removable tank 12 is full. This arrangement of tank housing
75 and overflow 76 is also applicable to the other embodiments of a laundry treatment apparatus described herein, and
in particular to the embodiments depicted in Figs. 2 and 4.
[0067] Fig. 6a is a perspective front view of an embodiment of the base unit 30 of a disassembled laundry treatment
apparatus 2 showing the condensate collector 32 and the washing liquid collector 34. The condensate collector 32 and
the washing liquid collector 34 are separated by means of a separating wall 106. During and after filter washing, the
contaminated washing liquid L from the fluff filter 36 reaches a front section 34a of the washing liquid collector 34 from
where it is guided by a channeling section 34b to a pump section 34c located at the rear side of the base unit 30. The
condensate C produced at the heat exchanger 38 of the assembled apparatus is collected in a condensate collector
main section 32a of the condensate collector and flows from there to a condensate collector pump section 32b. Further,
a process air fan casing 120 is arranged for attachment of a process air fan (not shown).
[0068] Fig. 6b is a perspective front view of a collector cover 110. It is adapted to be placed on top of the condensate
collector 32 and the washing liquid collector 34 in the base unit 30 shown in Fig. 6a as indicated by the arrow below the
figure. It may comprise a condensate well 112 for guiding condensate C received from the heat exchanger 38 to a
condensate passage 114 and therethrough to the condensate collector 32. The condensate well 112 may be limited by
a containment wall 117 arranged for avoiding condensate to reach downstream sections of the process air circuit, in
particular the condenser 40 for heating the process air A or the process air fan. The positioning of the condensate
passage 114 is adjusted so that condensate is directed to the condensate collector. The collector cover 110 and/or the
condensate well 112 may be sloped so as to guide the condensate C towards the condensate passage 114. The collector
cover 110 may further comprise a process air guidance 118 for guiding process air A from the heat exchanger 38 (not
shown) to the process air fan (not shown) in the process air fan casing 120.
[0069] As can be seen from the sectional view along the condensate collector 32 depicted in Fig. 6c and the sectional
view along the washing liquid collector 34 depicted in Fig. 6d, the base unit 30 is preferably arranged so that

- at least the floor of the main section 32a of the condensate collector is sloped so that condensate C in the condensate
collector 32 is directed towards the pump section 32b of the condensate collector; and/or

- at least the floor of the channeling section 34b and/or the floor of the front section 34a of the washing liquid collector
is sloped so that washing liquid L in the washing liquid collector 34 is directed towards the pump section 34c of the
washing liquid collector.

[0070] Preferably, the slopes in the condensate collector 32 and/or the washing liquid collector 34 are adjusted so
that the liquid in the respective collector flows into the corresponding pump section at a sufficiently high flow rate to
make sure that condensate or washing liquid is primarily supplied to the condensate pump 52 and/or the washing liquid
pump 72 and at a flow rate such that liquid contaminations such as fluff in the washing liquid are reliably transported
together with the liquid. Furthermore, the slopes in the condensate collector 32 and/or the washing liquid collector 34
may be adjusted so that the liquid in the respective collector is directed towards the corresponding pump section even
when the laundry treatment apparatus 2 is not installed on a perfectly horizontal surface.
[0071] Fig. 7 is a perspective rear view of the base unit 30 as shown in Fig. 6a, but with an attached collector cover
110 according to Fig. 6b. In addition, also the condensate pump 52, the drain pump 72, the fluff filter 36, and the removable
cover 14 are shown assembled in this view. Preferably, the removable cover 14 is adapted to cover the process air
channel section upstream of the fluff filter during laundry treatment and to allow inspection and service of the heat
exchanger 38 (removed in this figure) and/or the fluff filter 36. The condensate well 112, the condensate passage, the
process air guidance 118, and the process air fan casing 120 have been described above. Preferably, the condensate
pump 52 is in liquid connection to the condensate collector 32, and the drain pump 72 is in liquid connection to the
washing liquid collector 34 (see e.g. Figs. 2, 3, 4).
[0072] Fig. 8a shows a perspective front view and Fig. 8b a perspective rear view of the base unit 30 depicted in Fig.
7 after assembly of the following additional components:

- the process air channel section 24,
- the heat exchanger 38 (not visible, below the cover 122),
- a cover 122 arranged for covering the heat exchanger 38 and forming the sections of the process air channel

between the fluff filter and the process air fan casing 120 (cover 122 covers the so called battery channel of a heat-
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pump type basement in which the evaporator and condenser are arranged), and
- a conduit 66 arranged for guiding condensate to a washing outlet and/or washing nozzle 68.

[0073] In an embodiment, the conduit 66 is attached to the outlet of the condensate pump 52 and guides condensate
from the condensate pump directly to the washing outlet and/or washing nozzle 68 as shown, e.g., in the schematic
view of Fig. 2a. In another embodiment, the conduit 66 is attached to a condensate directing means 54 (not shown),
e.g., according to the schematic view of Fig. 2b. Preferably, the condensate directing means 54 may be located adjacent
to the condensate pump 52 or may be integrated into the housing of the condensate pump 52.
[0074] Fig. 9 is a perspective rear view of an embodiment of an embodiment of the laundry treatment apparatus 2 in
an apparatus cabinet 3. Apart from the components of the base unit 30 that have been described above, the figure also
shows the drain conduit 73, preferably comprising the siphon 73a, connected to the outlet of the drain pump 72 and
adapted for directing washing liquid conveyed by the drain pump to an upper part of the apparatus 2, preferably to the
drain outlet 74, preferably located at or in the removable tank 12 or at or in an overflow passage 76 of the removable
tank. In the embodiment, the drain pump 72 is located at the rear side of the laundry treatment apparatus 2 (cf. the
schematic views of Figs. 2, 3, and 4). A process air fan back cover 121 forms the rear part of the process air fan casing
120 and a section of the process air channel guiding process air A from the process air fan to the laundry treatment
chamber.
[0075] A perspective front view of another embodiment of the base unit 30 of a disassembled laundry treatment
apparatus 2 is depicted in Fig. 10. As compared to the embodiment of Fig. 6a, the washing liquid collector preferably
comprises the front section 34a and the pump section 34c both located at or close to the front side of the base unit 30.
Preferably, the pump section 34c of the washing liquid collector is in liquid connection to the drain pump 72 also located
at or close to the front side of the base unit 30. During and after filter washing, the contaminated washing liquid L from
the fluff filter 36 reaches the front section 34a of the washing liquid collector 34 from where it is directly guided to the
pump section 34c. As can be seen, the length and/or the average length and/or the slope and/or the average slope of
the path to be covered by the contaminated washing liquid from the front section 34a to the pump section 34c is
substantially shorter in this embodiment than in the embodiment according to Fig. 6a. As a result, contaminated washing
liquid L and the fluff contained therein can be removed more efficiently from the washing liquid collector 34 by the draining
pump 72. Furthermore, in this embodiment, the condensate collector 32 comprises the main section 32a and the pump
section 32b may span a larger portion of the base area of the base unit 30 than in the embodiment shown in Fig. 6a,
because the channel section 34b of the washing liquid collector 34 for directing washing liquid L to the rear side of the
base unit 30 is not needed. The condensate pump 52 is in liquid connection to the pump section 32 of the condensate
collector. The process air fan casing 120 is arranged for attachment of the process air fan (not shown).
[0076] As compared to Fig. 10, the perspective front view of Fig. 11 additionally shows the components:

- the collector cover 110 similar to the one shown in Fig. 6b arranged for covering the condensate collector 32,
- the drain conduit 73, preferably comprising the siphon 73a, attached to the outlet of the drain pump 72 and adapted

to guide contaminated washing liquid L from the washing liquid collector 34 to the drain outlet 74.

[0077] Preferably, the collector cover 110 comprises the condensate well 112 adjusted to guide condensate C received
from the heat exchanger 38 to the condensate passage 114 and from there to the condensate collector 32. In the
embodiment of Fig. 11, the collector cover 110 also comprises the process air guidance arranged for guiding process
air A from the heat exchanger 38 to the process air fan (not shown) arranged in the process air fan casing 120.
[0078] As described above, the condensate pump 52 and/or the drain pump 72 preferably are high flow rate pumps,
i.e. arranged for a minimum liquid pumping rate of 20 l/min or above. A perspective view of an embodiment of an example
for a high flow rate pump 200 is shown in Fig. 12a. It comprises a liquid inlet 204, a liquid outlet 218, and a motor unit
220 with a power plug 222. Preferably, the pump is activated by supplying electrical power to the power plug 222. When
the pump is active, the motor unit 220 drives an internal pump rotor 206 (see below) which causes liquid to be conveyed
from the liquid inlet 204 to the liquid outlet 218.
[0079] Fig. 12b is a sectional view of the embodiment of the high flow rate pump 200 shown in Fig. 12a. Apart from
the components described above, it depicts a suction well 202 arranged for providing the liquid to be conveyed by the
pump 200 and the internal pump rotor 206 driven by the motor unit 220. When power is provided to the motor unit 220
via the power plug 222, the pump rotor 206 rotates and creates a centrifugal acceleration in the surrounding liquid
volume, whereby the liquid is pushed in a direction perpendicular to the rotor axis into the liquid channel 216, resulting
in a liquid flow as indicated by the arrow. Preferably, the outer edges of the blades of the pump rotor 206 do not contact
the pump chamber walls 208, but are (at least laterally and at the suction side) separated from the pump chamber walls
208 by a certain distance "b". In the embodiment, the bottom edges of the rotor blades are also separated from the pump
inlet 204 by a certain distance "a" and are inclined at an angle "α" with respect to the direction of liquid flow. Preferably,
the distances "a" and "b" and the angle "α" are adjusted so that particles contaminating the liquid (e.g. fluff in the
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contaminated washing liquid) can easily pass the rotor without blocking it and thus are conveyed together with the liquid.
Preferably the distances "a" and/or "b" are at least 5 mm. Preferably, the liquid inlet 204 has a circular shape with an
opening diameter of at least 15 mm. More preferably, the liquid channel 216 and/or the liquid outlet 218 have a circular
cross section with a diameter of at least 15 mm. More preferably, the distance between the liquid inlet 204 and the floor
of the suction well 202 is at least 5 mm. Furthermore, the pump rotor 206 may comprise a disk at the shaft to the motor
so as to avoid fabric to enter the motor and/or block the shaft. As an advantage of the described design, the high flow
rate pump 200 does not get clogged by contaminations of the liquid and is able to convey liquid with or without contam-
inations at high pumping rates.
[0080] Fig. 12c is a sectional view of another embodiment of a high flow rate pump 200. In difference to the embodiments
of Figs. 12a and 12b, the outlet direction is not vertical but horizontal, because the liquid channel 216 is not bent upwards.

Claims

1. Laundry treatment apparatus (2), in particular dryer, condensate dryer, heat pump tumble dryer or washing machine
having a dryer function, the apparatus (2) comprising:

Reference Numeral List:
2 laundry treatment apparatus 60 intermediate tank
3 apparatus cabinet 61 intermediate tank inlet
4 drum 62 intermediate tank overflow passage

5 loading door
6 loading opening 63 flow guiding element
8 laundry treatment chamber 64 washing pump
10 filter arrangement 66 conduit
12 removable tank 66a siphon
14 removable cover 68 washing outlet/nozzle

15 base panel cover 72 drain pump
16 control unit 73 drain conduit
18 control signal line 73a siphon
24 process air channel section 74 drain outlet
30 base unit 75 removable tank housing

32 condensate collector 76 removable tank overflow (outlet)
32a main section of condensate collector 78 overflow conduit
32b pump section of condensate collector 78a siphon

106 separating wall
33 condensate overflow 110 collector cover
34 washing liquid collector 112 condensate well

34a front section of washing liquid collector 114 condensate passage
117 containment wall

34b channeling section of washing liquid collector 118 process air guidance
120 process air fan casing

34c pump section of washing liquid collector 121 process air fan back cover
122 cover

36 fluff filter 200 high flow rate pump
38 heat exchanger (evaporator) 202 suction well
40 second heat exchanger (condenser) 204 liquid inlet

206 pump rotor
52 condensate pump 208 pump chamber wall
54 condensate directing means 216 liquid channel

56, 58 conduit 218 liquid outlet
58a siphon 220 motor unit
222 power plug C condensate
A process air L washing liquid
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a control unit (16) for controlling the operation of the laundry treatment apparatus,
an apparatus cabinet (3),
a laundry treatment chamber (8) for treating laundry using process air (A),
a process air circuit for circulating the process air (A),
a heat exchanger (38) arranged in the process air circuit for cooling the process air (A) and condensing humidity
from the process air (A),
a condensate collector (32) assigned to the heat exchanger (38) for collecting condensate (C) condensed at
the heat exchanger (38),
a fluff filter (36) arranged in the process air circuit upstream the heat exchanger (38) for filtering fluff from the
process air (A) passing the fluff filter (36), and
a condensate pump (52) in liquid connection to the condensate collector (32) and being adapted to convey the
condensate (C) to the fluff filter (36) for washing at least a portion of the filter surface by removing fluff,
characterized by
a washing liquid collector (34) assigned to the fluff filter (36) and being adapted to collect washing liquid (L)
from the fluff filter (36), and
a drain pump (72) in liquid connection to the washing liquid collector (34) to convey the contaminated washing
liquid (L) to a drain outlet (74) for draining the contaminated washing liquid (L) to a contaminated washing liquid
sink,
wherein the washing liquid collector (34) is separate from the condensate collector (32), such that there is no
fluid connection between the condensate collector (32) and the washing liquid collector (34), and
wherein the fluff filter (36) and the washing liquid collector (34) are arranged such that the washing liquid (L)
flows along at least a portion of the surface of the fluff filter (36) and carries fluff washed off from the surface
into the washing liquid collector (34) which is adapted to collect the washing liquid (L) contaminated with fluff.

2. Laundry treatment apparatus (2) according to claim 1, wherein the fluff filter (36) is designed such that the washing
liquid (L) is flowing along the surface of the filter (36) to which the washing liquid is applied and such that no or
substantially no washing liquid (L) is passing through the fluff filter (36), or
wherein a nozzle (68) for applying the washing liquid (L) to the fluff filter (36) is arranged relative to the fluff filter
such that the washing liquid (L) is applied at that side of the fluff filter (36) which is exposed to the fluff transported
in the process air (A) from the laundry treatment chamber (8).

3. Laundry treatment apparatus (2) according to claim 1, wherein the drain pump (72) is arranged either between a
process air fan or a cooling air fan and a front wall of the apparatus cabinet (3) or between a heat pump refrigerant
compressor and a front wall of the apparatus cabinet (3).

4. Laundry treatment apparatus (2) according to any of the previous claims, further comprising a controllable draining
directing means such that the liquid (L) conveyed from the washing liquid collector (34) is selectively and controllably
directed to a drain outlet for draining the liquid (L) to the exterior of the apparatus cabinet (3) or to a or the removable
tank (12).

5. Laundry treatment apparatus (2) according to any of the previous claims, further comprising an intermediate tank
(60) for storing condensate (C) for fluff filter washing,
a condensate pump (52) in liquid connection to the condensate collector (32) and being adapted to convey the
collected condensate (C) into the intermediate tank (60),
a washing pump (64) in liquid connection to the intermediate tank (60) and being adapted to convey the stored
condensate (C) to the fluff filter (36) for washing at least a portion of the filter surface by removing fluff.

6. Laundry treatment apparatus (2) according to claim 5, further comprising a nozzle (68) for applying the washing
liquid (L) to the fluff filter (36), a conduit (66) connecting the washing pump (64) and the nozzle (68), and optionally
a siphon (66a) formed in the conduit (66) for avoiding an airflow through the conduit (66) due to an air pressure
difference at the ends of the conduit or for interrupting the liquid flow from the intermediate tank (60) to the nozzle
(68) after deactivating or before activating the washing pump (64).

7. Laundry treatment apparatus (2) according to claim 5 or 6, wherein the outlet of the condensate pump (52) is
connected by a conduit (56) to an inlet (61) of the intermediate tank (60).

8. Laundry treatment apparatus (2) according to any of the previous claims, wherein a or the intermediate tank (60)
has an overflow passage (62) and optionally a flow guiding element (63) such that excess condensate (C) flows
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from the intermediate tank (60) to the washing liquid collector (34) or to a or the removable tank (12), or
wherein the condensate collector (32) has an overflow passage (33) and optionally a flow guiding element such that
excess condensate (C) flows from the condensate collector (32) to the washing liquid collector (34) or to a or the
removable tank (12).

9. Laundry treatment apparatus (2) according to any of the previous claims, wherein the outlet of a or the washing
pump (64) is connected by a conduit (66) to a washing outlet or nozzle (68) for applying the condensate (C) onto
the filter surface.

10. Laundry treatment apparatus (2) according to any of the previous claims, wherein a removable tank housing (75)
of the removable tank (12) comprises an overflow passage (76) fluidly connected to the washing liquid collector (34)
via an overflow conduit (78) for conveying to the washing liquid collector (34) excess of condensate overflowing
from the removable tank (12).

11. Laundry treatment apparatus (2) according to any of the previous claims, wherein the fluff filter (36) is accessible
via a removable or pivotably attached cover (14) adapted to allow opening of a related section or portion of the
process air circuit for inspection and service of the fluff filter (36), preferably the fluff filter (36) is removable from the
apparatus cabinet (2).

12. Laundry treatment apparatus (2) according to any of the previous claims, wherein the draining pump (72) or the
condensate pump (52) or a or the washing pump (64) is a high conveyance rate pump or a centrifugal pump.

13. Laundry treatment apparatus (2) according to claim 12, wherein the centrifugal pump has a spacing between an
inner wall (208) of the pump body and the outer extension of the conveying blades of the pump rotor (206) such
that the spacing enables solid contaminants to pass from the pump inlet (204) to the pump outlet (218) between the
conveying blades, wherein the outer edges of the blades of the pump rotor (206) are at least laterally and at the
suction side separated from the pump chamber walls (208) by a distance (b), and wherein the distance (b) is at
least 5 mm.

14. Laundry treatment apparatus (2) according to any of the previous claims, wherein the drain pump (72) is fluidly
connected to the washing liquid collector (34), and when the drain pump (72) is activated the contaminated washing
liquid (L) flows from the washing liquid collector (34) towards a drain outlet for draining the excess of liquid to the
exterior of the apparatus cabinet (3) and/or towards a removable tank (12) without passing through the condensate
collector (32).

15. Laundry treatment apparatus (2) according to any of the previous claims, wherein the heat exchanger (38) for cooling
the process air (A) and condensing humidity from the process air (A) is a first heat exchanger (38) of a heat pump
system including a second heat exchanger (40) for heating the process air (A), said heat pump system further
includes a compressor, expansion means, and a refrigerant that circulates through the heat pump system, wherein
the first heat exchanger (38) is adapted to heat up the refrigerant and the second heat exchanger (40) is adapted
to cool down the refrigerant.

Patentansprüche

1. Wäschebehandlungsvorrichtung (2), insbesondere Trockner, Kondensationstrockner, Wärmepumpen-Wäsche-
trockner oder Waschmaschine mit Trocknungsfunktion, wobei die Vorrichtung (2) Folgendes umfasst:

eine Steuereinheit (16) zum Steuern des Betriebs der Wäschebehandlungsvorrichtung,
ein Gehäuse (3) der Vorrichtung,
eine Wäschebehandlungskammer (8) zum Behandeln von Wäsche unter Verwendung von Prozessluft (A),
einen Prozessluftkreislauf zum Bewirken einer Zirkulation der Prozessluft (A),
einen Wärmetauscher (38), der in dem Prozessluftkreislauf zum Kühlen der Prozessluft (A) und zum Konden-
sieren von Feuchtigkeit aus der Prozessluft (A) angeordnet ist,
einen Kondensatauffangbehälter (32), der zu dem Wärmetauscher (38) gehört, zum Auffangen von Kondensat
(C), das bei dem Wärmetauscher (38) kondensiert ist,
einen Flusenfilter (36), der in dem Prozessluftkreislauf vorgeschaltet zu dem Wärmetauscher (38) angeordnet
ist, um Flusen aus der Prozessluft (A), die sich durch den Flusenfilter (36) bewegt, zu filtern, und
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eine Kondensatpumpe (52) in Flüssigkeitsverbindung mit dem Kondensatauffangbehälter (32), und die ausge-
legt ist, das Kondensat (C) zum dem Flusenfilter (36) zu transportieren, um wenigstens einen Abschnitt der
Filteroberfläche durch das Entfernen von Flusen zu spülen,
gekennzeichnet durch
einen Waschflüssigkeitsauffangbehälter (34), der zu dem Flusenfilter (36) gehört, und der ausgelegt ist, Wasch-
flüssigkeit (L) von dem Flusenfilter (36) aufzufangen, und
eine Abflusspumpe (72) in Flüssigkeitsverbindung mit dem Waschflüssigkeitsauffangbehälter (34), um die ver-
unreinigte Waschflüssigkeit (L) zu einem Ablauf (74) zum Abführen der verunreinigten Waschflüssigkeit (L) zu
einem Abfluss für verunreinigte Waschflüssigkeit zu transportieren,
wobei der Waschflüssigkeitsauffangbehälter (34) von dem Kondensatauffangbehälter (32) getrennt ist, so dass
es keine Fluidverbindung zwischen dem Kondensatauffangbehälter (32) und dem Waschflüssigkeitsauffang-
behälter (34) gibt, und
wobei der Flusenfilter (36) und der Waschflüssigkeitsauffangbehälter (34) so angeordnet sind, dass die Wasch-
flüssigkeit (L) entlang wenigstens eines Abschnitts der Oberfläche des Flusenfilters (36) strömt und Flusen, die
von der Oberfläche abgespült werden, in den Waschflüssigkeitsauffangbehälter (34) trägt, der ausgelegt ist,
die Waschflüssigkeit (L), die mit Flusen verunreinigt ist, aufzufangen.

2. Wäschebehandlungsvorrichtung (2) nach Anspruch 1, wobei der Flusenfilter (36) so entworfen ist, dass die Wasch-
flüssigkeit (L) entlang der Oberfläche des Filters (36), bei dem die Waschflüssigkeit aufgebracht wird, und so, dass
keine oder im Wesentlichen keine Waschflüssigkeit (L) durch den Flusenfilter (36) gelangt, strömt, oder
wobei eine Düse (68) zum Aufbringen der Waschflüssigkeit (L) auf den Flusenfilter (36) in Bezug auf den Flusenfilter
so angeordnet ist, dass die Waschflüssigkeit (L) auf der Seite des Flusenfilters (36), die den Flusen ausgesetzt ist,
die in der Prozessluft (A) von der Wäschebehandlungskammer (8) transportiert werden, aufgebracht wird.

3. Wäschebehandlungsvorrichtung (2) nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Abflusspumpe (72) entweder zwischen einem
Prozessluftgebläse oder einem Kühlgebläse und einer vorderen Wand des Gehäuses (3) der Vorrichtung oder
zwischen einem Kühlmittelkompressor der Wärmepumpe und einer vorderen Wand des Gehäuses (3) der Vorrich-
tung angeordnet ist.

4. Wäschebehandlungsvorrichtung (2) nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, die ferner steuerbare Abfluss-
lenkmittel umfasst, so dass die Flüssigkeit (L), die von dem Waschflüssigkeitsauffangbehälter (34) transportiert
wird, wahlweise und steuerbar zu einem Abfluss zum Abführen der Flüssigkeit (L) zu der Außenseite des Gehäuses
(3) der Vorrichtung oder zu einem oder dem abnehmbaren Tank (12) geleitet wird.

5. Wäschebehandlungsvorrichtung (2) nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, die ferner Folgendes umfasst:

einen Zwischentank (60) zum Speichern von Kondensat (C) zum Spülen des Flusenfilters,
eine Kondensatpumpe (52) in Flüssigkeitsverbindung mit dem Kondensatauffangbehälter (32), und die ausge-
legt ist, das gesammelte Kondensat (C) in den Zwischentank (60) zu transportieren,
eine Waschpumpe (64) in Flüssigkeitsverbindung mit dem Zwischentank (60), und die ausgelegt ist, das ge-
speicherte Kondensat (C) zu dem Flusenfilter (36) zu transportieren, um wenigstens einen Abschnitt der Fil-
teroberfläche durch Entfernen von Flusen zu spülen.

6. Wäschebehandlungsvorrichtung (2) nach Anspruch 5, die ferner eine Düse (68) zum Aufbringen der Waschflüssigkeit
(L) auf den Flusenfilter (36), eine Leitung (66), die die Waschpumpe (64) und die Düse (68) verbindet, und wahlweise
einen Siphon (66a) umfasst, der in der Leitung (66) ausgebildet ist, um eine Luftströmung durch die Leitung (66)
aufgrund eines Luftdruckunterschieds bei den Enden der Leitung zu vermeiden oder um die Flüssigkeitsströmung
von dem Zwischentank (60) zu der Düse (68) nach dem Deaktivieren oder vor dem Aktivieren der Waschpumpe
(64) zu unterbrechen.

7. Wäschebehandlungsvorrichtung (2) nach Anspruch 5 oder 6, wobei der Auslass der Kondensatpumpe (52) durch
eine Leitung (56) mit einem Einlass (61) des Zwischentanks (60) verbunden ist.

8. Wäschebehandlungsvorrichtung (2) nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei ein oder der Zwischentank
(60) einen Überlaufdurchlass (62) und wahlweise ein Strömungslenkelement (63) aufweist, so dass überschüssiges
Kondensat (C) von dem Zwischentank (60) zu dem Waschflüssigkeitsauffangbehälter (34) oder zu einem oder dem
abnehmbaren Tank (12) strömt, oder
wobei der Kondensatauffangbehälter (32) einen Überlaufdurchlass (33) und wahlweise ein Strömungslenkelement
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aufweist, so dass überschüssiges Kondensat (C) von dem Kondensatauffangbehälter (32) zu dem Waschflüssig-
keitsauffangbehälter (34) oder zu einem oder dem abnehmbaren Tank (12) strömt.

9. Wäschebehandlungsvorrichtung (2) nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei der Auslass einer oder der
Waschpumpe (64) durch eine Leitung (66) mit einem Waschauslass oder einer Düse (68) zum Aufbringen des
Kondensats (C) auf die Filteroberfläche verbunden ist.

10. Wäschebehandlungsvorrichtung (2) nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei ein abnehmbares Tankge-
häuse (75) des abnehmbaren Tanks (12) einen Überlaufdurchlass (76) umfasst, der mit dem Waschflüssigkeits-
auffangbehälter (34) über eine Überlaufleitung (78) fluidtechnisch verbunden ist, um einen Überschuss an Konden-
sat, das aus dem abnehmbaren Tank (12) überläuft, zu dem Waschflüssigkeitsauffangbehälter (34) zu transportieren.

11. Wäschebehandlungsvorrichtung (2) nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei der Flusenfilter (36) über
eine abnehmbare oder schwenkbar befestigte Abdeckung (14) zugänglich ist, die ausgelegt ist, ein zugehöriges
Teilstück oder einen Abschnitt des Prozessluftkreislaufs zur Überprüfung und Wartung des Flusenfilters (36) zu
öffnen, wobei der Flusenfilter (36) vorzugsweise von dem Gehäuse (2) der Vorrichtung abgenommen werden kann.

12. Wäschebehandlungsvorrichtung (2) nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei die Abflusspumpe (72)
oder die Kondensatpumpe (52) oder eine oder die Waschpumpe (64) eine Pumpe mit hoher Förderquote oder eine
Kreiselpumpe ist.

13. Wäschebehandlungsvorrichtung (2) nach Anspruch 12, wobei die Kreiselpumpe einen Abstand zwischen einer
Innenwand (208) des Pumpenkörpers und der äußeren Ausdehnung der Förderschaufeln des Pumpenrotors (206)
aufweist, so dass der Abstand zulässt, dass Verunreinigungen in Form eines Feststoffs zwischen den Förderschau-
feln von dem Pumpeneinlass (204) zu dem Pumpenauslass (218) gelangen, wobei die äußeren Kanten der Schaufeln
des Pumpenrotors (206) wenigstens seitlich und an der Ansaugseite von den Pumpenkammerwänden (208) mit
einem Abstand (b) getrennt sind, und wobei der Abstand (b) wenigstens 5 mm beträgt.

14. Wäschebehandlungsvorrichtung (2) nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei die Abflusspumpe (72) in
Fluidverbindung mit dem Waschflüssigkeitsauffangbehälter (34) ist, und wobei dann, wenn die Abflusspumpe (72)
betätigt wird, die verunreinigte Waschflüssigkeit (L) von dem Waschflüssigkeitsauffangbehälter (34) zu einem Ablauf
zum Abführen des Überschusses an Flüssigkeit zu der Außenseite des Gehäuses (3) der Vorrichtung und/oder zu
einem abnehmbaren Tank (12) strömt, ohne durch den Kondensatauffangbehälter (32) zu gelangen.

15. Wäschebehandlungsvorrichtung (2) nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei der Wärmetauscher (38)
zum Kühlen der Prozessluft (A) und zum Kondensieren von Feuchtigkeit von der Prozessluft (A) ein erster Wärme-
tauscher (38) eines Wärmepumpensystems ist, das einen zweiten Wärmetauscher (40) zum Heizen der Prozessluft
(A) umfasst, wobei das Wärmepumpensystem ferner einen Kompressor, Expansionsmittel und ein Kühlmittel, das
durch das Wärmepumpensystem zirkuliert, umfasst, wobei der erste Wärmetauscher (38) ausgelegt ist, das Kühl-
mittel zu heizen und wobei der zweite Wärmetauscher (40) ausgelegt ist, das Kühlmittel abzukühlen.

Revendications

1. Appareil de traitement de linge (2), en particulier sécheur, sécheur à condensation, sèchelinge à pompe à chaleur
ou machine à laver comprenant une fonction de séchage, l’appareil (2) comprenant:

une unité de commande (16) pour commander le fonctionnement de l’appareil de traitement de linge,
une carrosserie d’appareil (3),
une chambre de traitement de linge (8) pour traiter du linge en utilisant de l’air de traitement (A),
un circuit d’air de traitement pour faire circuler l’air de traitement (A),
un échangeur de chaleur (38) agencé dans le circuit d’air de traitement pour refroidir l’air de traitement (A) et
condenser l’humidité provenant de l’air de traitement (A),
un collecteur de condensat (32) associé à l’échangeur de chaleur (38) pour collecter le condensat (C) condensé
à l’échangeur de chaleur (38),
un filtre à peluche (36) agencé dans le circuit d’air de traitement en amont de l’échangeur de chaleur (38) afin
de filtrer la peluche de l’air de traitement (A) qui passe à travers le filtre à peluche (36), et
une pompe à condensat (52) en connexion liquide avec le collecteur de condensat (32) et adaptée pour trans-
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porter le condensat (C) jusqu’au filtre à peluche (36) afin de laver au moins une partie de la surface de filtre en
éliminant la peluche,
caractérisé par:

un collecteur de liquide de lavage (34) associé au filtre à peluche (36) et adapté pour collecter du liquide
de lavage (L) à partir du filtre à peluche (36), et
une pompe de drainage (72) en connexion liquide avec le collecteur de liquide de lavage (34) afin de
transporter le liquide de lavage contaminé (L) jusqu’à une sortie de drainage (74) afin de drainer le liquide
de lavage contaminé (L) jusqu’à un puits de liquide de lavage contaminé,
dans lequel le collecteur de liquide de lavage (34) est séparé du collecteur de condensat (32), de telle sorte
qu’il n’y ait aucune connexion fluidique entre le collecteur de condensat (32) et le collecteur de liquide de
lavage (34), et
dans lequel le filtre à peluche (36) et le collecteur de liquide de lavage (34) sont agencé de telle sorte que
le liquide de lavage (L) s’écoule le long d’au moins une partie de la surface du filtre à peluche (36) et porte
la peluche enlevée de la surface dans le collecteur de liquide de lavage (34) qui est adapté pour collecter
le liquide de lavage (L) contaminé avec la peluche.

2. Appareil de traitement de linge (2) selon la revendication 1, dans lequel le filtre à peluche (36) est conçu de telle
sorte que le liquide de lavage (L) s’écoule le long de la surface du filtre (36) auquel le liquide de lavage est appliqué
et de telle sorte qu’aucune ou sensiblement aucune quantité de liquide de lavage (L) ne passe à travers le filtre à
peluche (36), ou
dans lequel une buse (68) pour appliquer le liquide de lavage (L) au filtre à peluche (36) est agencée par rapport
au filtre à peluche de telle sorte que le liquide de lavage (L) soit appliqué au côté du filtre à peluche (36) qui est
exposé à la peluche transportée dans l’air de traitement (A) à partir de la chambre de traitement de linge (8).

3. Appareil de traitement de linge (2) selon la revendication 1, dans lequel la pompe de drainage (72) est agencé soit
entre un ventilateur d’air de traitement ou un ventilateur d’air de refroidissement et une paroi avant de la carrosserie
d’appareil (3), soit entre un compresseur de réfrigérant à pompe à chaleur et une paroi avant de la carrosserie
d’appareil (3) .

4. Appareil de traitement de linge (2) selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, comprenant en outre
des moyens de direction de drainage commandables de telle sorte que le liquide (L) transporté à partir du collecteur
de liquide de lavage (34) soit dirigé de façon sélective et commandable vers une sortie de drainage afin de drainer
le liquide (L) à l’extérieur de la carrosserie d’appareil (3) ou dans un ou le réservoir amovible (12).

5. Appareil de traitement de linge (2) selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, comprenant en outre
un réservoir intermédiaire (60) pour stocker un condensat (C) pour le lavage du filtre à peluche,
une pompe à condensat (52) en connexion liquide avec le collecteur de condensat (32) et adaptée pour transporter
le condensat collecté (C) dans le réservoir intermédiaire (60), et
une pompe de lavage (64) en connexion liquide avec le réservoir intermédiaire (60) et adaptée pour transporter le
condensat stocké (C) jusqu’au filtre à peluche (36) afin de laver au moins une partie de la surface de filtre en
éliminant la peluche.

6. Appareil de traitement de linge (2) selon la revendication 5, comprenant en outre une buse (68) pour appliquer le
liquide de lavage (L) au filtre à peluche (36), un conduit (66) qui relie la pompe de lavage (64) et la buse (68), et
optionnellement un siphon (66a) formé dans le conduit (66) pour éviter un écoulement d’air à travers le conduit (66)
en raison d’une différence de pression d’air aux extrémités du conduit ou pour interrompre l’écoulement de liquide
à partir du réservoir intermédiaire (60) jusqu’à la buse (68) après la désactivation ou avant l’activation de la pompe
de lavage (64).

7. Appareil de traitement de linge (2) selon la revendication 5 ou 6, dans lequel la sortie de la pompe à condensat (52)
est connectée par un conduit (56) à une entrée (61) du réservoir intermédiaire (60).

8. Appareil de traitement de linge (2) selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, dans lequel un ou le
réservoir intermédiaire (60) comprend un passage de débordement (62) et optionnellement un élément de guidage
d’écoulement (63) de telle sorte qu’un excédent de condensat (C) s’écoule à partir du réservoir intermédiaire (60)
jusqu’au collecteur de liquide de lavage (34) ou jusqu’à un ou le réservoir amovible (12), ou
dans lequel le collecteur de condensat (32) comprend un passage de débordement (33) et optionnellement un
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élément de guidage d’écoulement de telle sorte qu’un excédent de condensat (C) s’écoule à partir du collecteur de
condensat (32) jusqu’au collecteur de liquide de lavage (34) ou jusqu’à un ou le réservoir amovible (12).

9. Appareil de traitement de linge (2) selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, dans lequel la sortie
d’une ou de la pompe de lavage (64) est connectée par un conduit (66) à une sortie ou une buse de lavage (68)
pour appliquer le condensat (C) sur la surface de filtre.

10. Appareil de traitement de linge (2) selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, dans lequel un boîtier
de réservoir amovible (75) du réservoir amovible (12) comprend un passage de débordement (76) qui est connecté
de façon fluidique au collecteur de liquide de lavage (34) par l’intermédiaire d’un conduit de débordement (78) pour
transporter jusqu’au collecteur de liquide de lavage (34) un excédent de condensat qui déborde du réservoir amovible
(12).

11. Appareil de traitement de linge (2) selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, dans lequel le filtre à
peluche (36) est accessible par l’intermédiaire d’un couvercle attaché de façon amovible ou pivotante (14) adapté
pour permettre une ouverture d’une section ou d’une partie concernée du circuit d’air de traitement à des fins
d’inspection et d’entretien du filtre à peluche (36), de préférence le filtre à peluche (36) peut être enlevé de la
carrosserie d’appareil (2).

12. Appareil de traitement de linge (2) selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, dans lequel la pompe
de drainage (72) ou la pompe à condensat (52) ou une ou la pompe de lavage (64) est une pompe à haut débit ou
une pompe centrifuge.

13. Appareil de traitement de linge (2) selon la revendication 12, dans lequel la pompe centrifuge présente un espacement
entre une paroi intérieure (208) du corps de pompe et l’extension extérieure des pales de transport du rotor de
pompe (206) de telle sorte que l’espacement permette aux contaminants solides de passer de l’entrée de pompe
(204) à la sortie de pompe (218) entre les pales de transport, dans lequel les bords extérieurs des pales du rotor
de pompe (206) sont au moins latéralement et du côté aspiration séparées des parois de chambre de pompe (208)
d’une distance (b), et dans lequel la distance (b) est d’au moins 5 mm.

14. Appareil de traitement de linge (2) selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, dans lequel la pompe
de drainage (72) est connectée de façon fluidique au collecteur de liquide de lavage (34), et lorsque la pompe de
drainage (72) est activée, le liquide de lavage contaminé (L) s’écoule à partir du collecteur de liquide de lavage (34)
en direction d’une sortie de drainage afin de drainer l’excédent de liquide à l’extérieur de la carrosserie d’appareil
(3) et/ou en direction d’un réservoir amovible (12) sans passer à travers le collecteur de condensat (32).

15. Appareil de traitement de linge (2) selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, dans lequel l’échangeur
de chaleur (38) pour refroidir l’air de traitement (A) et condenser humidité en provenance de l’air de traitement (A)
est un premier échangeur de chaleur (38) d’un système de pompe à chaleur qui comprend un second échangeur
de chaleur (40) pour chauffer l’air de traitement (A), ledit système de pompe à chaleur comprenant en outre un
compresseur, des moyens d’expansion et un réfrigérant qui circule à travers le système de pompe à chaleur, dans
lequel le premier échangeur de chaleur (38) est adapté pour chauffer le réfrigérant et le second échangeur de
chaleur (40) est adapté pour refroidir le réfrigérant.
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